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Keep playing until Stinky Steve is safely
across the gameboard at the exit. If he
makes it to the exit before the water
rises you win the game.

If at any time all four panels (washing
machine full of water) are on the game
board, you lose the game.

Have Fun!

Steve the Sock is in trouble! He hates having a bath and the water in the
washing machine is rising fast. Help Steve to climb across to the exit
before its too late!

This is a cooperative game. Players work together to help Steve the
Sock avoid having a bath.

To Play:

Cut our the 16 small gamecards and the Stinky Steve character. There 
is one sheet that is your gameboard. This shows the inside of the washing 
machine. Place the Stinky Steve character at the top left of the gameboard
where it is marked “Start”. The sheet that shows the washing machine full of water is made up of 4 panels.
Cut out each panel and place these beside your gameboard. Place the 16 small cards face down around the 
table that you are sitting at. Now cover each small card with a speech card from your Speech Sound Kit. 
Its important to place these cards face up. Now you are ready to play! 

Your child can start by naming one of the cards that are on the table. Make sure that he takes his time and 
is careful to make his new speech sound correctly. To get more practice, have him say the word two or 
three times. After correctly producing the sound in the word he chooses, your child can then take the card 
away and look at the small card found underneath. If the card found is a Stinky Steve....Hooray!. Move 
the Stinky Steve character on the gameboard one space toward the exit. If  player finds a picture of the
water rising....Oh Oh! Place the first panel over the bottom of the gameboard (so it looks like
the water is rising). If a picture of the water going down is found, take away the last panel of water that
you placed on the gameboard. You can use this card right away or save it until you really need it.

Take turns. When you choose a card have your child say the word once using his new sound correctly 
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